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#Showbiz: Boy Iman declared bankrupt
By Dennis Chua - July 2, 2020 @ 2:19pm

Datuk Boy Iman (NSTP/FILE PIC)

KUALA LUMPUR: Actor and businessman Datuk Boy Iman has been
declared bankrupt by the Kuala Lumpur High Court.

Boy Iman whose real name is Noruliman A. Rahman faced a bankruptcy
declaration as he, a judgement debtor, failed to settle a RM60,000 lawsuit
�led against him last year.

Lawyer Hizri Hasshan who represented the judgment creditor said that
Boy's company DBI Technology Sdn Bhd, had launched an affordable
home construction programme, DBI Homes in 2017.
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"Our client joined the programme to construct homes worth RM50,000,
and paid in full.

MORE NEWS

"The construction was to have been completed in six months but this did
not materialise and as a result the judgment creditor asked Boy Iman to
return his money.

"However, Boy Iman and his team kept silent and our client took legal
action," he said in a news report yesterday.

Hizri also said that the lawsuit was settled when the court ruled that Boy
Iman was declared bankrupt yesterday.

He said that the 40-year-old artiste did not defend his claim despite the
civil litigation, and a bankruptcy proceeding was �led against him.

Hizri reminded the public to be cautious when making �nancial decisions
to avoid becoming victims of fraud.

In January 2018, Boy was remanded by police for two days to assist in
investigations into a fraudulent bungalow project, after a woman lodged a
police report claiming that she was cheated by his company.

He was also arrested brie�y in October 2017 to assist a probe into a
property scam involving RM6.2 million.
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